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How accurately can we predict radii, effective 
temperatures, chemical stratification (hence surface 
abundances and evolutionary timescales) of low-
intermediate-mass stars?

Convection

Thermohaline mixing

Element transport in radiative regions

Mass loss 



CONVECTION
i) How extended is the mixing region beyond the formal convective border 

(convective boundary mixing -CBM)?

Instantaneous mixing in this region?
Diffusive mixing  (following Freytag et al. 1996)?

with

ii) What is the temperature gradient in this CBM  region?
Adiabatic (overshooting) or radiative (penetration)? 

iii) How do we reduce to zero the extension of the CBM    
region when convective core masses approach zero?

iv)    What is the temperature gradient in surface convective regions?
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(i) A diffusive approach [51] used for example in the MESA [52] and GARSTEC [53]
codes. The element transport beyond the formal convective boundary is described as a
diffusive process (avoiding the instantaneous mixing approximation) based on results of
2D radiation-hydrodynamics simulations of shallow stellar surface convection zones [54]
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The diffusion coefficient Dov is given by
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whereDc is the diffusion coefficient inside the convective region (Dc = (1/3)αMLT vcHP ),
z is the distance from the convective boundary, HP is the pressure scale height at the
convective boundary and f is a dimensionless free parameter. Typical calibrated values
of f are ∼ 0.01 − 0.02.

(ii) Modelling of the mixing as ‘ turbulent entrainment ’, following the simulations by [55],
as employed in the stellar evolution calculations by [56]. The motion of matter in the zone
of convective instability is turbulent, and the rising turbulent flow spreads horizontally
near the boundary of the turbulent region. The interface between the convective region
and the stable layers moves through the stable region due to the continuous involvement
of new layers in the turbulent motion. The velocity Ve of the penetration of the convective
turbulent boundary into the stable layers is determined by the ‘turbulent-entrainment ’
law written as

Ve

Vt
= ARi−n

B (3.23)

where Vt is a typical turbulent velocity at the boundary (that can be taken for example
from the MLT), A and n are parameters that characterize the entrainment (A∼ 0.027 and
n∼ 1.05 according to the simulations by [55]), RiB the so-called bulk Richardson number
defined as

RiB =
l∆b

V 2
t

(3.24)

with l denoting the typical size of the eddies doing the entrainment (some fraction of the
pressure scale height Hp at the boundary of the mixed region) and

∆b =

!
∆h

N2dr (3.25)

This integral is performed across a region of thickness ∆h that contains the convective
boundary, N2 is the the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. When Ve is determined, the distance
d over which this boundary shifts during an evolutionary time step ∆t is given by d =

Ve∆t.

Despite the uncertainties involved in its parametrization, the treatment of overshooting is
very important because it affects the evolutionary properties of the models. For example core
overshooting during the MS produces brighter models, an increased MS lifetime (because
more fuel is available), larger He-core masses that induce a brighter and shorter lived He-
burning phase, and also less extended loops in the HRD (see Fig.5). Overshooting below
convective envelopes can alter the surface abundances after the dredge-up episodes [57], affect
the luminosity of the RGB bump (see Sect. 5), and also the extension of the loops in the HRD
(in case of the 5M⊙ model in Fig.5, the loop during the core He-burning phase would become
more extended with overshooting also from the convective envelope). Age estimates of young-
intermediate age clusters are obviously affected by the amount of overshooting included in the
models, i.e. the larger the overshooting region the older the age estimate of a given cluster.
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Choices made affect evolutionary times (star counts), luminosities, Teff ,  
loops in the Colour-Magnitude-Diagrams, predicted populations of variable 
stars in stellar populations, chemical profiles, asteroseismic properties. 

ABC

Number of targets and variety of their 
physical structure

Limitations... but 2 prerogatives:

e.g. role of convection

1.

1"M" 1.5"M" 10"M"

Diffusion, Rotation, micro-physics...

Asteroseismology



Helium burning core mixing

Core Expansion

C produced by He-burning

Opacity increases                     Fc ≈

Radiative gradient discontinuity at

the convective core boundary

Mass of fully mixed core increases 

See, e.g. Castellani et al. (1971), Gabriel et al. (2015)

rad ad−



What happens now?

When Yc decreases below ~0.7, a ‘partial 
mixing’ may be invoked  beyond the boundary 
of the convective core (called 
semiconvection).

But other options do exist



Asteroseismology of core helium burning stars 5

Figure 2. Evolution of internal helium abundance during CHeB with four
different mixing prescriptions. Each panel shows the profile at five dif-
ferent times. The mixing prescriptions are, from top to bottom, no over-
shoot (Section 2.3.1; black), standard (pure Schwarzschild) overshoot (Sec-
tion 2.3.2; cyan), semiconvection (Section 2.3.3; orange), and maximal
overshoot (Section 2.3.4; magenta).

The estimates of the frequency of maximum power νmax for
the models in this paper use the assumption that it scales with the
acoustic cut-off frequency (Brown et al. 1991), and therefore that

νmax =
g
g⊙

!

Teff,⊙
Teff

νmax,⊙, (10)

where g is the surface gravity, g⊙ = 2.74 × 104 cm s−2, νmax,⊙ =
3.1mHz, and Teff,⊙ = 5778K.

We obtain frequencies of individual modes from the pulsa-
tion calculations and hence the actual period spacing ∆P between
modes of adjacent order. We present these results by showing ∆P
as a function of frequency. In several examples we use the period
échelle diagram, where the mode frequency is plotted against the
mode period, modulo some period spacing ∆Péch. This is used be-
cause g-modes tend to be approximately equally spaced in period
(the asymptotic limit is given in Equation 5). This is important be-
cause in the method developed by Mosser et al. (2012),∆Π1 corre-
sponds to the∆Péch which produces a regular pattern in the échelle
diagram. Thus it allows us to predict the value of ∆Π1 that would
be inferred from observations of our theoretical models.

We report the mode inertia E from the pulsation calculations

Figure 3. Internal properties of the 1M⊙ models with four different mix-
ing prescriptions when Y = 0.4 in the centre. The helium mass fraction
Y , ratio of temperature gradients ∇rad/∇ad, and Brunt–Väisälä frequency
are shown. The four mixing prescriptions are no overshoot (Section 2.3.1;
black), standard overshoot (Section 2.3.2; cyan), classical semiconvection
(Section 2.3.3; orange), and maximal overshoot (Section 2.3.4; magenta).
This colour scheme is used for mixing comparisons throughout this paper.

which is defined as

E =

" Rs
r1

#

ξ2r + ℓ(ℓ+ 1)ξ2h
$

ρr2dr
Mξr(Rs)2

, (11)

where Rs is the radius at the outermost point, r1 is the location of
the innermost mesh point, and ξr and ξh are the radial and horizon-
tal displacement eigenfunctions, respectively, which are both func-
tions of r. This is a measure of kinetic energy of a mode relative to
the radial displacement at the surface. In the plots of eigenfunctions
we show the scaled horizontal displacement

y2 =
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)

R
ξh, (12)

where R is the photospheric radius and ξh is scaled so that ξr/R =
1 at the surface.

2.3 Core mixing schemes

2.3.1 Models without convective overshoot

In the stellar models without convective overshoot the
Schwarzschild criterion for convection is strictly applied.
The resulting internal structure is shown in Figure 2a and Figure 3.
In this case a convection zone may only grow (in mass) if the
conditions change in a radiative zone so that ∇rad > ∇ad. In the
CHeB phase this will give the smallest possible convective core
(at least for models with the Schwarzschild criterion) because
the region outside the core is close to convective neutrality (see
Figure 3). In this study we do not compute any models using the
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Yc=0.4

1 M¤ solar initial compositon

Constantino et al. (2015)

Gravity mode period spacing (same 
l and consecutive n) from Kepler
stars favours the maximal 
overshoot scenario 

Studies also by Bossini et al. (2015, 2017) 

Lamb frequency:

Buoyancy frequency:

Basic properties of oscillation modes

ABC

Straniero et al. (2003)

Different 
mixing
schemes,
different C/O 
stratifications

O

C



Teff mismatches/trends  between theory and observations might have nothing to do with 
a variation of the  mixing length  αMLT 

Superadiabatic gradient : MIXING LENGTH THEORY



Improving stellar models: α calibration 9

Figure 4. As Fig. 1, but showing the behaviour of α with
Teff and gsurf . The over-plotted evolutionary tracks cover the
mass-range 0.65–4.5M⊙, as indicated. The solar simulation is
indicated with a ⊙ and the locations of the other simulations,
as listed in Table 1, are shown with asterisks.

sented here. The method used by LFS, of matching to the
entropy of the adiabat, does not ensure such continuous
matching of 1D interior and averaged 3D atmospheres
and complicates their use for asteroseismic applications.
Their method does, however, ensure the correct location
of the bottom of the convective envelope as determined
by the Schwarzschild criterion. The two methods will con-
verge with deeper matching point of our method, as the
stratification approaches the adiabat exponentially.

6 RESULTS

In Fig. 4 we show the results of this calibration of the
MLT α as function of effective temperature and gravity.
The corresponding atmospheric entropy jump is shown in
Fig. 4 of Trampedach et al. (2013). We also list these cal-
ibrated α values in Table 1 together with their standard
deviations, from performing the envelope matching to in-
dividual time-steps of the horizontally averaged simula-
tions. This scatter in α ranges between 0.015 and 0.040,
with an average of 0.026. The standard deviations listed
for Teff is likewise from the fluctuations in time. In Ta-
ble 1 we also list the resulting depths of the convective
envelopes, dcz, relative to the stellar radii.

In Fig. 5 we show our calibrated α values as function
of Teff , with error-bars corresponding to the RMS scatter
in Teff and α. The local log Teff-gradient of α(Teff , g) is
indicated with line-segments,

Our α calibration results in low values along the
warm edge of our grid, which is approaching the end of
convective envelopes from the cool side of the HR dia-

Figure 5. A plot of the values of α found from our match-
ing procedure (with gradient-lines, showing the local slope in
log Teff , and error-bars in both Teff and α), compared with
the calibration against 2D simulations, performed by Ludwig,
Freytag & Steffen (1999) (lower, blue diamonds with gradient
lines). We have also multiplied their result by 1.11 to agree
with our result for the Sun (upper, red diamonds, no gradient
lines).

gram. The depth of convective envelopes decreases as this
edge of our grid is approached, as does the convective ef-
ficiency, quantified by α. The highest α values are found
in the coolest dwarfs, spanning the range from α = 1.68
to 2.05 on the main sequence. A 0.7M⊙-star would ex-
perience the largest change in α over its life-time (about
0.15), whereas 0.8–1.1 M⊙ stars find themselves on a tri-
angular plateau of α ∼ 1.76, spanning a temperature
range of Teff ∼ 4 800–6 000K along the main sequence
and going up to log g ≃ 3.0. This feature was also noted
by LFS. This plateau encompasses the evolution so far
of the Sun, as well as the nearest and best constrained
binary, αCenA and B (the C component is too cool to be
covered by our grid of simulations), which means that the
evolution of these three stars is well described by a single
value of α = 1.76± 0.01± 0.03 (±range, ±uncertainty of
calibration).

Stars ascending the giant branch essentially follow
iso-α curves, so here α is a function of mass and ap-
proximately constant with age. The values here range
from 1.56 for a 4.3M⊙-star to 1.75 for 0.84M⊙. Stars
more massive than about 1.25M⊙ experience a signifi-
cant increase in α during their evolution, but most of that
change occurs in the Hertzsprung gap of fast evolution.
Effectively they have a small α on the main sequence and
a larger α on the giant branch. Bear in mind, however,
that our grid of simulations only covers up to 1.4M⊙ on
the main sequence.

c⃝ 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–22

3D radiation hydrodynamics simulations predict a variable mixing length αMLT

Trampedach
et al. (2014)



Are stellar models 
very affected by 
the variation of  
αMLT?

Salaris & Cassisi (2015)

3D radiation 
hydrodynamics 
calibration 
(mixing length 
and boundary 
conditions) by 
Trampedach et al. 
(2014)

Solar metallicity
only
At most just 30-50 
K difference 
between solar 
and variable α 
calibration



“The H-burning front moves outward into the stable region, but preceding the H-burning region proper 
is a narrow region, usually thought unimportant, in which 3He burns. 

The main reaction is 3He (3He, 2p)4He: two nuclei become three nuclei, and the mean mass per nucleus 
decreases from 3 to 2. Because the molecular weight (µ) is the mean mass per nucleus, but including 
also the much larger abundances of H and 4He that are already there and not taking part in this 
reaction, this leads to a small inversion in the µ gradient. “

Eggleton et al. (2006)

THERMOHALINE MIXING

1M¤ solar 
composition



RGB extra-mixing after first dredge up

Field halo stars

Gratton et al. (2000)

1st dredge up
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where Cth = (8/3)π2α2, α being a free parameter related to the aspect ratio (length/width) of
the mixing elements11

As shown in Fig. 12, evolutionary calculations show that thermohaline mixing extends
between the outer wing of the H-burning shell and the inner boundary of the convective envelope,
merging with the outer convection in a short time (∼ 30 Myr for a model with mass of the order
of 1M⊙). Therefore, depending on the mixing efficiency (hence the choice of Cth), a significant
amount of nuclear processedmatter in the hotter layers of the H-burning shell can be dredged up
to the surface during the remaining RGB evolution, helping to explain the spectroscopic data.

Thermohaline zone

Convective envelope

HBS 

Figure 12. Location of the mass boundaries as a function of time (zero point taken at the completion of the first dredge-
up) of the convective envelope, H-burning shell, and the zone mixed by the thermohaline instability, for a low-mass RGB
stellar model.

Comparisons with observations require Cth ∼ 100 − 300 from Li observations in Galactic
globular clusters, and Cth ∼ 1000 for C in globulars, clearly mutually inconsistent. On the other
hand models by [85,90] are able to match the 12C/13C isotopic ratio, C and N abundances in
halo RGB field stars with Cth ∼ 1000; the same choice of Cth allows also to match measurements
of carbon isotopic ratio and [N/C] ratio in open clusters, and Li abundances in field disk
stars. Results from 3D hydrodynamics simulations (rescaled to match stellar conditions) add an
additional source of uncertainty, for they predict an efficiency equivalent to just Cth ≈ 10 [94,95].

A recent detailed numerical analysis [93] has shown that the surface chemical abundances
predicted by stellar models accounting for thermohaline mixing depend on numerical
assumptions like mass spacing and time resolution adopted in the computations. As a
consequence, the predicted surface chemical abundances should be treated with caution until
a firmer assessment on how to treat thermohaline mixing in model computations is achieved.

6. Atomic diffusion
Microscopic effects related to collisions among the gas particles induce a slow element transport
within radiative regions. It is possible to show from first principles that individual ions are forced
11The calculations by [84] and the MESA calculations by [93] consider the constant Cth as Cth ≡ (3/2)αth , where αth is in
this case the free parameter.
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this case the free parameter.

with α free parameter
(Charbonnel & Zahn 2007)

Salaris et al. (2002)

Bottom conv. envelope at δm=1
Bottom H-burning shell at δm=0

0.8 M¤ [Fe/H]= −1.58 

0.8 M¤ metal poor RGB model 
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Figure 3. Surface A(Li) plotted as a function of the luminosity L
from the various codes, all for our test case model with Ct = 1000.

The figure shows the evolution from the main sequence to the tip

of the giant branch. The lines show various codes run with default
resolution and timestepping. The black dotted line is stars, the

green dot-dash line se-g-v2.3, the red solid line monstar, the

blue long-dashed line se-v5.5 and the purple short-dashed line
mesa.

shall be denoted by LFDU . When the hydrogen burning shell
approaches the step in composition caused by the retreat
of the convective envelope after FDU the sudden increase
in hydrogen fuel causes a hydrostatic readjustment of the
structure, and the radiated luminosity temporarily decreases
before beginning to rise again with the new shell structure.
This produces the bump in the luminosity function seen in
globular clusters. Following Charbonnel & Lagarde (2010)
we define the local minimum and maximum in luminosity
as Lb,min and Lb,max. These values are all independent of
thermohaline mixing. Table 1 gives these values for each of
the codes used in this paper. We note that the discrepancies
between di↵erent codes at FDU is a topic of considerable
importance; rather than discuss the details here we refer
the reader to a recent paper on the subject by Angelou et
al. (2014).

The next important di↵erence is when the thermoha-
line mixing process starts to a↵ect the surface composition.
Obviously this depends on the maximum depth of the con-
vective envelope during FDU, but there is also another e↵ect
at play. For the surface Li abundance to show any change,
we need the material at the bottom of the convective enve-
lope to be transported to where it is hot enough for Li to
be destroyed. The thermohaline mixing begins in the region
where µ has decreased. But this does not initially extend
all the way to the bottom of the convective envelope. The
region of the µ inversion must develop, through mixing and
burning, so that there is a negative rµ from the minimum
in µ to the bottom of the convective envelope. It is only then
that the surface Li value will be seen to drop. The luminos-
ity at which this happens is reported in Table 2 as Lthm (or
Lc in the notation of Charbonnel & Lagarde 2010).

So just how long does it take for the thermohaline re-
gion to make contact with the convective envelope? Figure 4
shows the results for two cases: se-g-v2.3 (Charbonnel &
Lagarde 2010) and monstar. The time delay between the
start of thermohaline mixing and the appearance of its ef-
fects at the surface is given in Table 2 as�tthm. In se-g-v2.3
the connection between the two mixing zones takes about
45 million years, whereas in monstar it occurs in about 3
million years. The development of this region is crucially de-
pendent on the propagation of the µ inversion and requires
an accurate determination of the mixing because it is the
mixing which feeds the burning and produces the inversion.
Fresh material rich in 3He must be brought down to the
burning region, where it is transmuted into material with a
lower µ prior to being transported away from the burning
region. If the timestep is too large then we do not follow
this development accurately with the result that the ther-
mohaline mixing takes longer to connect to the convective
envelope and hence for the surface abundances to show the
e↵ect of the burning.

Note that the mixing is driven by a µ inversion that
is as small as 1 part in 106 or so initially. Indeed, as soon
as any decrease in µ is resolved, then the algorithm will
start mixing. How this propagates will depend on how the
µ inversion is resolved and one can understand why small
timesteps are needed. One can also imagine that in a real
star, with magnetic fields, rotation, gravity waves etc, such
small variations may not be established as easily as in this
idealization we are modelling (Maeder et al. 2013). We re-
mind the reader that we are concerned here with an accurate
calculation within the paradigm of the theory, rather than
a test of the validity of the theory itself.

In any event we tried some tests with se-v5.5. We took
large timesteps, �t, limited to be less than the total stellar
Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale, ⌧KH , and small timesteps lim-
ited to 0.3⌧KH . The di↵erences are seen in Figure 5, with
�tthm ' 9.57 million years for the larger time steps but re-
duced to only 2.19 million years when the smaller timesteps
were used; we discuss the reasons for this below.

The next test was also performed with se-v5.5. The
Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale for the model is 68 000y at this
stage of the evolution3. Hence we used fixed �t of 68 000y for
the structure but took ten nucleosynthesis sub-steps where
we kept the structure constant but mixed and burnt the
composition. We did not update Dthm or rµ, just the com-
position. This produced a slower growth of the thermoha-
line region: in one million years the region grows by only
0.002M�, whereas the convective envelope is about 0.013M�
from the region where the thermohaline mixing begins (as
shown in Figure 5). In the next test we also recomputed the
rµ in each of the sub-steps and hence updated the di↵u-
sion coe�cient. That resulted in more rapid growth, with
�tthm ' 1.9 million years. This shows clearly that the feed-
back from the mixing on the di↵usion coe�cient is crucial
for an accurate solution, and hence small timesteps must be
taken.

The thermohaline mixing timescale over a distance �r

is just �r

2
/Dthm. So from the size of the mesh in the cal-

3 We note that this timescale becomes much shorter later in the

evolution on the RGB.

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Lattanzio et al. (2015)

Surface abundances for a 
given Ct are very 
sensitive to timestep and 
mesh resolution adopted 
in the stellar model 
calculations

Also, hydro-simulations of 
this process do not give 
definitive results, even 
though they hint that
Ct < 1000

1.25 M¤ solar initial composition
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Atomic diffusion on the Main Sequence

Treatment from first principles



Korn et al. (2007)

Puzzling observations
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diffusion 
from/into the 
convective 
envelopes with 
ad-hoc
counteracting 
diffusive 
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generically 
turbulence)

0.8M⊙, [Fe/H]=−1.3 
model, in the latter 
phase of its MS 
evolution. The 
vertical thin line 
marks the bottom of 
the convective 

envelope



Data from  Vick et al. (2013)

Effect of 
mass 
loss



Rotation inhibits atomic diffusion from surface and also 
increases evolutionary timescales  (rotational mixing 
counteracts the development of chemical gradients) Georgy et al. (2013)

Atomic diffusion 
in HB stars 

M15, M68, M92

Michaud et al. (2011)

Also problem 
matching
Abundances of sdB
stars 
(Hu et al. 2011)
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EFFICIENCY OF ATOMIC DIFFUSION AND AGE OF FIELD STARS
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Figure 1. (Left) (top) Lithium abundance in the Hyades versus effective temperature (open
symbols, data from Burkhart & Coupry 2000) plus model data (filled symbols). Circles: models
where internal gravity waves (hereafter IGWs) are negligible. Squares: models where IGWs are
significant (Charbonnel & Talon 2005; Talon & Charbonnel 2005). (bottom) Rotational velocity
in the Hyades - unprojected (open symbols, data from Gaigé 1993) plus model data (filled
symbols). (Right) (top) Lithium abundance plus approximate dependence of surface braking
on effective temperature and the requirements for angular momentum transport for rotational
mixing to lead to the formation of the lithium dip (Talon & Charbonnel 1998). (bottom) Filtered
angular momentum luminosity of waves below the SLO measuring the efficiency of wave induced
angular momentum transport. Adapted from Talon & Charbonnel (2003).

the Li dip. Similarly, Richard et al. (priv. comm.) have to change the ad-hoc turbulence
they add to reduce atomic diffusion by an order of magnitude along along the Li dip.
The strong variation of these fudge factors is actually an indication that the physical
processes at play inside these stars change in that region.

1.2. A link with the Sun’s rotation
The proposition by Talon & Charbonnel (1998) may be linked to another observation that
fails to be reproduced by the pure hydrodynamic models, namely the flat solar rotation
profile revealed by helioseismology (Brown et al. 1989; Kosovichev et al. 1997; Couvidat
et al. 2003; Garćıa et al. 2007). At the solar age, models relying only on turbulence and
meridional circulation for momentum transport predict large angular velocity gradients
that are not present in the Sun (Pinsonneault et al. 1989; Chaboyer et al. 1995; Talon
1997; Matias & Zahn 1998). This indicates that another process participates to the
transport of angular momentum in solar-type stars.

Two candidates have been examined. The first rests on the possible existence of a
magnetic field within the radiation zone (Charbonneau & MacGregor 1993; Eggenberger
et al. 2005). The second invokes traveling internal gravity waves (hereafter IGWs) gener-
ated at the base of the convection envelope (Schatzman 1993; Zahn et al. 1997; Kumar &
Quataert 1997; Talon, Kumar & Zahn 2002). For either of these solutions to be convinc-
ing, they must be tested with numerical models coupling these processes with rotational

Diffusion and more in  open clusters. An example 

Hyades (Turn off mass  ~ 2.3 M¤)

Charbonnel & Talon (2009)

Surface brakes
Increase diff rot.
More rotational mixing and Li 
destruction

Gravity 
waves 
decrease 
diff. 
rotation. 

Li 
destruction 
decreases



0.84M¤ lower RGB star

(Deheuvels et al. 2012)

The Astrophysical Journal, 756:19 (16pp), 2012 September 1 Deheuvels et al.

Figure 15. Left: inverted rotation profile obtained with the RLS method (100 points, regularization with the second derivative and µ = 100). The dashed lines indicate
1σ error bars. We note that apart from in the core, the averaging kernels are ill-localized and the inverted rotation rates are not reliable (see the text). Right: same as
the left panel using the OLA method.

Figure 16. Left: averaging kernel in the center of the star obtained with the RLS method (black curve) and the OLA method (red curve). Right: zoom of the left panel
in the core. The blue dashed line corresponds to the step function H (r) (see the text).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

with the constraint that
!
K(r; rj ) dr = 1, for each point rj;

µ is a trade-off parameter between resolution of the averaging
kernels and error magnification.

In our case, it is very hard to obtain localized averaging
kernels, so we chose to set µ = 0. Even this way, most averaging
kernels suffer from very large leakage from other parts of the star
(especially from the core and the surface). The core kernel is an
exception (see Figure 16). Figure 12 shows that the leakage from
the surface in the core kernel that was observed with the RLS
method has now been canceled. If we assume that the rotation
profile of the star varies smoothly in the core, then the core kernel
can be well approximated by a step function H (r) between 0
and a small radius r̃ ≈ 0.014 R (see Figure 16). This means that

Ω̄(0) ≈
" R

0

H (r)
R

Ω(r)dr =
! r̃

0 Ω(r)dr

r0
. (14)

The quantity Ω̄(0) is therefore a very good approximation of
the average of Ω(r) in the innermost 1.4% in radius, which
corresponds to 17% in mass, of the star. We obtain 710 ± 51 nHz
for this average, which is consistent with the result of the RLS
method.

Figure 12 shows the integrated value of the surface averaging
kernel |K(r; 1)| along the stellar radius. The contribution from
the core to this kernel has been significantly decreased compared
to the RLS method. However, there remains a small leakage that
can have significant consequences because we know that the
core rotation is larger than the envelope rotation. The estimate
of the surface rotation (150 ± 19 nHz) is therefore certainly
overestimated and only gives an upper limit of the surface
rotation.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we obtained a precise seismic determination of
the rotation rate in the core of the early red giant KIC 7341231
and we proved that it spins at least five times faster than the
surface.

KIC 7341231 is a low-mass evolved star, which is located at
the bottom of the red giant branch. Solar-like oscillations have
been detected in the oscillation spectrum of the star, derived from
one year of Kepler observations (quarters Q5–6–7–8). Due to
the evolution stage of the star, many of its non-radial modes
have a mixed nature, which means that they behave both as g
modes in the core and as p modes in the envelope. We found
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ABSTRACT

Rotation is expected to have an important influence on the structure and the evolution of stars. However, the
mechanisms of angular momentum transport in stars remain theoretically uncertain and very complex to take into
account in stellar models. To achieve a better understanding of these processes, we desperately need observational
constraints on the internal rotation of stars, which until very recently was restricted to the Sun. In this paper, we
report the detection of mixed modes—i.e., modes that behave both as g modes in the core and as p modes in the
envelope—in the spectrum of the early red giant KIC 7341231, which was observed during one year with the Kepler
spacecraft. By performing an analysis of the oscillation spectrum of the star, we show that its non-radial modes are
clearly split by stellar rotation and we are able to determine precisely the rotational splittings of 18 modes. We then
find a stellar model that reproduces very well the observed atmospheric and seismic properties of the star. We use
this model to perform inversions of the internal rotation profile of the star, which enables us to show that the core of
the star is rotating at least five times faster than the envelope. This will shed new light on the processes of transport
of angular momentum in stars. In particular, this result can be used to place constraints on the angular momentum
coupling between the core and the envelope of early red giants, which could help us discriminate between the
theories that have been proposed over the last few decades.

Key words: stars: evolution – stars: individual (KIC 7341231) – stars: interiors – stars: oscillations

Online-only material: color figures

1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the effects of rotation on stars is currently one
of the key steps to making progress in stellar modeling. Angular
momentum transport plays a central role in star and planet
formation (see Bodenheimer 1995; Bouvier 2008, respectively).
Stellar rotation is intimately linked with the star formation
process. The distribution of main-sequence rotation rates in stars
indeed arises from the hydrodynamic assembly phase and the
subsequent interaction of protostars and their accretion disks
(Shu et al. 1994). Rotation also impacts stellar structure and

evolution by inducing a mixing of the chemical elements inside
stars. Meridional circulation is expected on general grounds
in rotating stars (Eddington 1926; Mestel 1953; Mathis &
Zahn 2004), and internal shears can generate hydrodynamic
instabilities (see Maeder & Meynet 2000; Pinsonneault 1997 for
reviews on mixing in high- and low-mass stars, respectively).

Despite its importance, very little is currently known about
the internal rotation of stars, the timescales over which it is
modified, or the major mechanisms responsible for doing so.
The theoretical problem is complex because rotation, con-
vection, and magnetism are intricately tied to one another.
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Inferred rotational 
profile

Why are we talking about gravity 
waves?(internal gravity waves - IGWs) 

These IGWs are expected to be generated by the 
injection of kinetic energy from a turbulent region 

into an adjacent stable region

Some extra angular momentum transport needs to be 
included  in the current generation of rotating stellar 
models, because they predict much larger rotation 
rates for stellar cores compared to the surface

Model from Ekstroem et al. (2012)



RGB mass loss

Catelan (2009)

From Scl HB

IR excess  RGB globular cluster 
stars (Origlia et al 2014)

Synthetic HB modelling of 
Sculptor with known  SFH (Salaris
et al. 2015)



UNCERTAIN !!!!!Mass loss, boundaries of convection

AGB stars



Doherty et al. (2014)

Super-AGB models only

Z=0.001
M=6.5, 7.0, 7.5 M⊙

V13 M=6.0, 6.5 ,7.0, 7.5 M⊙

S10 M= 8.0, 8.5, 9.0 M⊙

Uncertain yields
Different AGB mass loss law



HOPES FOR THE FUTURE…….

Convection  
- test Magic et al. (2015) 3D-hydro αMLT calibration (covers a large [Fe/H] range) 

once they provide their boundary conditions
- Asteroseismology to help  for boundary mixing and core He-mixing ?
- Hopefully, increasingly more realistic 3D hydro-simulations 
- Eclipsing binaries (M-R  diagrams)
- Asteroseismology of WDs

Thermohaline mixing
More RGB spectroscopy on clusters of varying age to put stronger observational 
constraints but also improved hydro simulations and also stellar model 
calculations following criteria set out by Lattanzio et al. (2015) 

Element transport in radiative regions  ??

Mass loss 
RGBs …… hopefully more constraints from modelling of HBs in Local Group 
dwarf galaxies (e.g. Salaris et al. 2015)
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d∆T
dt

= T
dln(P )

dr
(∇ad −∇rad)

d∆r
dt

− ζ∆T

If∆P=0, and in the assumption that the differences∆T,∆ρ and∆µ are small, we obtain from
the equation of state

χρ
∆ρ
ρ

+ χT
∆T
T

+ χµ
∆µ
µ

= 0

where

χρ = (dln(P )/dln(ρ))T,µ,χT = (dln(P )/dln(T ))ρ,µ,χµ = (dln(P )/dln(µ))ρ,T

We have derived in this way the following set of 4 homogeneous equations for the four
unknowns ∆T ,∆ρ,∆µ and ∆r:

ρ
d2∆r
dt2

+ g∆ρ= 0 (3.1)

d∆µ
dt

+ µ
dln(µ)
dln(P )

dln(P )
dr

d∆r
dt

= 0 (3.2)

d∆T
dt

+ T
dln(P )

dr
(∇rad −∇ad)

d∆r
dt

+ ζ∆T = 0 (3.3)

χρ
∆ρ
ρ

+ χT
∆T
T

+ χµ
∆µ
µ

= 0 (3.4)

One can search for solutions of the form∆x = Aent. By inserting into the respective equations
this functional dependence for ∆T , ∆ρ, ∆µ and ∆r, a non trivial solution is found when the
determinant derived from the coefficients of AT , Aρ, Aµ and Ar is equal to zero, giving

n3 + ζn2 +

»

g
χT

χρ

dln(P )
dr

„

∇rad −∇ad +
χµ

χT
∇µ

«–

n +

„

ζg
χµ

χρ

dln(P )
dr

∇µ

«

= 0 (3.5)

where we have defined∇µ ≡ dln(µ)/dln(P )

The condition that at least one of the n is real and positive or imaginary with a positive real
part (unstable solutions) is given by the Hurwitz criterion, resulting in at least one of the following
conditions to be satisfied (we recall that the pressure P always increases towards the star centre,
χµ is negative, χT and χρ positive)

∆µ < 0 (3.6)

∇rad >∇ad − χµ

χT
∇µ ≡∇L (3.7)

∇rad >∇ad (3.8)

If ∆µ < 0 (µ increasing towards the surface) the medium is always unstable. When the gas
parcel is displaced upwards (downwards) by a small distance ∆r, its density will be lower
(higher) than the environment, and will continue to be pushed upwards (downwards) by
buoyancy. The temperature difference between the displaced mass element and its surroundings
suppresses or favours this displacement, depending upon the difference between ∇rad and ∇ad

(more below). For the more common case of ∆µ ≥ 0 (heavier elements are usually synthesized
by nuclear reactions in the central regions) we should consider Eq. 3.7 –the so-called ‘Ledoux
criterion ’– and Eq. 3.8 –the so-called ‘Schwarzschild criterion ’. The second term on the right-
hand-side of Eq. 3.7 is positive for a positive∇µ (the composition gradient has a stabilizing effect)
so that if the gradients satisfy the Ledoux criterion, the Schwarzschild criterion is automatically
satisfied, hence the Schwarzschild criterion determines the presence of an unstable medium.




